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HIGH-PERFORMANCE REDUCTIVE STRATEGIES FOR BIG DATA
FROM LC-MS/MS PROTEOMICS

Muaaz Gul Awan, Ph.D.
Western Michigan University, 2019

Mass Spectrometry (MS)-based proteomics utilizes high performance liquid chromatography in tandem with high-throughput mass spectrometers. These experiments can produce
MS data sets with astonishing speed and volume that can easily reach peta-scale level, creating storage and computational problems for large-scale systems biology studies. Each
spectrum output by a mass spectrometer may consist of thousands of peaks, which must
all be processed to deduce the corresponding peptide. However, only a small percentage of
peaks in a spectrum are useful for further processing, as most of the peaks are either noise
or are not useful. Our experiments have shown that 90 to 95% of the peaks are not required
for reliable results. This leads to a lot of redundant processing and causes a hindrance to
high-throughput processing of big MS data. The existing pre-processing algorithms for noiseremoval or spectra-denoising are limited in their data-reduction capability and are compute
intensive; in most cases these pre-processing stages create an additional compute bottleneck
in the software pipeline for proteomics.
One method of attacking this problem would be by developing data-aware algorithms
capable of minimizing the amount of redundant computations. Besides, owing to the continuous increase in the speed and size of proteomics data, high-performance computing
solutions need to be introduced. In this study we propose a new data reduction algorithm,
which exploits the high noise content of MS/MS data to its advantage and uses a weightedrandom-sampling technique to reduce the number of computations drastically. Our results

have shown a speed gain of over 100x with respect to the existing tools, while giving comparable accuracy on experimental data. To support rapid adoption and development of
high-performance computing solutions in proteomics and big data studies in general, we introduce a template-based strategy for development of optimized GPU-based algorithms for
omics data. Our proposed template outlines generic methods to tackle critical GPU-centric
bottlenecks and provides details of implementing optimized and scalable GPU algorithms for
a given big data problem. We demonstrate the application of this template by implementing
a GPU version of our proposed data-reduction algorithm as a case-study.
This study also explores the methods of benchmarking novel proteomics algorithms and
introduces a highly configurable data simulator to generate user-controlled ground-truth data
for assessing new algorithms.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Life as we know it is governed by proteins and the unique actions they perform. Every
change in the body, from healing of a wound to diseases like cancer are phenotypical manifestations of proteins. Modern Mass Spectrometry (MS) based proteomics (study of proteins)
is essential part of large scale systems biology studies, drug discovery research, detection and
determination of phenotypes of cancer, toxicology studies and but not limited to evolutionary biology [1] [2]. Protein molecules are combinatorial chains of 20 basic amino acids. And
study of proteomics mostly deals with sequencing of these chains. Mass Spectrometry (MS)
based work-flow for elucidating the protein molecules is shown in Fig.1.1.
This method starts by the breakdown of unknown proteins into smaller chains known as
peptides and proceeds by separating them using high-performance liquid chromatography
(HPLC) techniques. Separated peptides are then transferred to a Mass Spectrometer (MS)
to obtain the so called M S 1 spectra. Using which abundant peptides are separated and
sent to Mass Spectrometer for fragmentation process. In the fragmentation process each
unknown peptide is broken down into several types of ions to yield an M S 2 spectrum as
shown in Fig. 1.1. Each ion in M S 2 spectrum is represented by its mass-to-charge ratio and
a corresponding intensity. The spectra obtained from this process are frequently used for
profiling of exosomes [3], toxicological screening [4], evolutionary biology [5] and numerous
other applications [6].
Wide variety of computational techniques such as estimation of false positive rates [7],
protein quantification from large datasets [8], phosphopeptide filtering [9], phosphorylation
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Figure 1.1: A typical MS based proteomics workflow.

site assignments [10], spectrum-to-peptide matching [11], [12] and denovo peptide identification [13] are required to make this MS data useful. The process of obtaining M S 2 spectra
can be compactly called as LC-MS/MS based proteomics.
1.1. Immensity of Data
With the introduction of modern mass spectrometers such as Thermo Orbitrap, thousands of spectra can be generated in a single experiment [14]. As discussed above an M S 2
spectrum consists of mass-to-charge ratio and associated intensities for each fragment ion
depicting its abundance in the sample under consideration. On an average total number of
peaks for one spectrum may range up to 4000 [6] and for 60k human proteins the number
of distinct peaks that need to be processed is close to 240 million (assuming that there is
no redundancy). This number is just for a single human proteome and with projects like
Peptide Atlas the number of distinct human observations are close to 35, 000 which makes
2

the total number of peaks equal to 8.4 × 1012 . Note that this number does not include other
species, distinct experimental conditions or novel post-translational modifications which exponentially increases the number of peaks that needs to be processed.
1.2. Motivation
The current computational analysis techniques have not been designed for such massive
data sets. The current peptide identification techniques (e.g. Sequest, Mascot) [11], [12]
assume that each peak that is encountered is useful in making peptide deductions. This
leads to processing many more peaks than are necessary to make a peptide deduction [6],
[15] [16], [17]. The processing of peaks that are noise and/or do not contribute in deduction
of peptides makes the processing of these large data sets time consuming. We assert that in
order to process big MS data we should be able to eliminate noisy peaks and the peaks that
do not contribute to peptide deduction before an in-depth analysis of the spectra. This will
clearly result in faster processing of the MS/MS spectra and will save overhead for peptide
searches by reducing the number of peaks to be analyzed. Only processing the peaks that
are useful rather than performing intensive per-peak-computations will result in tremendous
time and space-advantages.
1.3. Problem Statement
Most of the algorithms involved in the proteomics software pipeline for processing the
M S 2 data are quite complex. Each algorithm has to perform large number of per-peak
computations before any deductions can be made. We have shown that about 90-95% of
these peaks are not required for a correct deduction and majority of the processing time is
wasted.
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For instance, it takes 1.5 days to search 26, 172 M S 2 spectra against a database consisting
of 52, 415 proteins [18]. These processing times are further magnified when we consider the
immensity and complexity of MS data e.g. estimated number of protein species in human
proteome is more than 6 million [19], and in a usual proteomic experiment number of M S 2
spectra can easily go up to a several millions [1]. If we consider the PTM (Post Translational
Modifications increase the number of basic amino acids from 20) and metaproteomic studies
(study of multiple organisms), these numbers increase exponentially. This situation requires
the introduction of reductive analytics in LC-MS/MS based proteomics.
1.4. Proposed Solution and Objectives
We propose that we look at the problem of processing M S 2 data obtained from LCMS/MS based proteomics from the perspective of reductive analytics. This would require
that the amount of data which is processed by the proteomics software pipeline be reduced
significantly by removing the un-wanted and redundant peaks. Redesigning all the existing
algorithms so that they use only a small number of peaks would be a tedious task. Instead,
we introduce data reduction step only as a pre-processing step in the proteomics pipeline. An
effective data reduction algorithm in pre-processing phase will lead to only a small number
of peaks being processed by the complex algorithms thus reducing large compute times.
Along with the capability of removing noise and unwanted peaks, these data reduction
algorithms should be low-complexity so that they do not add much overhead of their own.
Otherwise the advantage to be gained by reducing the data will may be nullified by long
processing times in pre-processing phase. Also, quality of the results obtained from the
reduced data should not be significantly affected in comparison to processing the raw data.
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CHAPTER 2
A Review of Spectral Pre-processing
Spectral pre-processing has become an essential part of the MS based proteomics in
recent years. Most of the spectral pre-processing techniques have a common objective i.e.
to improve the reliability of the peptide to spectral matches assigned by a peptide search
engine such as Sequest or Mascot. Some of the pre-processing methods that allow better
identification of peptides include:
• Spectral Clustering [15]
• Noise Reduction in Spectra [17]
• Quality assessment of spectra [20]
• Precursor charge determination [21]
• b-y Ion Separation [22]
With the exception of spectral clustering techniques, the prime objective of these preprocessing methods is to reduce the noise level in spectra which leads to better identification
of peptide using standard search engines. It is also shown by several studies that reduction
in data can also speedup the process of peptide identification in peptide search engines [17].
Below we will emphasize on the application of the existing work for reduction of Big Mass
Spectrometry data. Note that we are not aware of any method that allows elimination of
peaks that are not noise and may not contribute to peptide identification; with or without
significant processing of the data.
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2.1. Spectral Denoising Algorithms
In the literature several noise reducing or spectral denoising algorithms are available.
These algorithms identify the noisy peaks in a spectrum, depending upon the approach each
algorithm uses these peaks are then either removed or their intensity is decreased to a certain
value.
2.1.1. MS-Cleaner Algorithm
Mujezinovic et al. [16] presented the MS Cleaner software for removing the unwanted
peaks from the spectra to facilitate the peptide search engines. Their technique provided an
added advantage of data reduction. They made use of numerical analysis and signal detection
approach to form four different algorithms. Each algorithm looked for multiply charged
ions, isotopic clusters of peaks, periodic background noise and detection of non-interpretable
spectra. However, these methods are deemed to be too compute-intensive to be used as
a big data pre-processing application especially for high-throughput put environments e.g.
the authors report compute time per spectrum of 0.25s while treating 53944 spectra. Their
results show a total reduction of 15% to 39% in raw data. The same authors presented an
upgrade of MS Cleaner software, a version 2.0 in 2010 [23]. The improved software employs a
new algorithm for screening the interpretable spectra. It detects the peptide ladder sequence
using a fixed number of most intense peaks from each spectrum. With this upgrade they
claim to have reduced the data to upto 80%. Time per spectrum for newer version has been
stated about 0.02s to 0.08 seconds per spectrum depending upon the dataset used.
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2.1.2. Ding’s Denoising Algorithm
The method presented in [17] consists of two steps. In first; a peak intensity adjustment
takes place based upon scores obtained from five different features. In the later stage a
morphological reconstruction filter is employed to remove the noisy peaks based upon their
adjusted intensity in the previous stage. This algorithm is able to reduce up to 69% of data
but is extremely compute intensive to be used for high-throughput or parallel processing.
Our experiments show a computational time of around 3 days for 1,000,000 spectra.
Two other similar algorithms can be found in [24] and [25]. Like previously discussed
algorithms they also suffer from huge number of per-peak calculations. The implementation
of [25] takes approximately 1.7s per spectrum and will take hours to process a million spectra.
2.2. Spectral Quality Assessment Algorithms
A quality assessment technique for spectra has been presented in [26]. The authors
estimate the probability of a spectrum being a high quality one by treating this problem as
a constraint optimization problem. Their results show that a total of 63% to 74% of low
quality spectra were removed while losing 9% to 10% of high quality spectra in the process.
In [27] a new feature has been introduced for assessment of spectral quality which is based
on cumulative intensity normalization. The results show a removal of about 60% spectra
with a loss of losing 2% of high quality spectra. Some other spectral quality assessment
algorithms have been presented in [28], [20], [29], [30]. All of these algorithms take different
approaches towards assessing the spectra. However, most of the approaches are compute
intensive which makes them impractical and ineffective for evaluation of big data sets.
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2.3. Separation of b-y Ions
As discussed in Chapter 1, separation of b and y ions in the pre-processing phase can help
reduce many complex bottlenecks. But this type of pre-processing is a bit different than the
other types because, it requires re-designing of many algorithms. Since existing algorithms
have this implicit assumption that all the b and y ions are present in the spectrum. Providing
such algorithms with only b or only y ions may yield incorrect results.
2.3.1. Yan’s Algorithm
To the best of our knowledge, currently there has been only one such algorithm which is
capable of separating b and y ions in an M S 2 spectrum. The approach mentioned in [22]
makes use of graph theoretical based algorithm. It constructs a typical denovo style spectra
graph [13] and then introduces a new type of edges. Using edge weights and some other
features of M S 2 spectra this algorithm partitions the graph into multiple smaller graphs,
which are then labelled as sets of b or y ions based upon a final graph labelling stage.
This algorithm has been evaluated on simulated datasets, which yields impressive results.
However, the experiments for experimental data are highly limited and have been performed
over a very small number of high quality experimental spectra.
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CHAPTER 3
MS-REDUCE: An Ultra Data Reduction Algorithm
In this chapter we present a highly efficient dimensionality reduction technique which
allows massive reduction in number of peaks per spectra and in turn decrease the overall
amount of data that needs to be processed. We have published our findings in [6] and [1] Our
work builds upon a random sampling strategy that we presented in [6]. The proposed algorithm, apart from being more accurate than previous strategies, has very low-computational
complexity which makes it ideal for big data computations. Our classification and sampling
strategy allows us to determine useful peaks before any peptide deduction calculations. Also
in each stage calculations are performed on only a handful of peaks from each spectrum
regardless of the size of individual spectrum. This makes processing for each spectrum a
constant time operation resulting in linear-time algorithm. Here we formally introduce the
problem. Notations will be introduced and defined wherever they occur first throughout the
manuscript.
Definition 1 : Let there be N number of spectra S = {s1 , s2 , . . . , sN }. If length of spectrum
si is li then each spectrum can be represented as a series of peaks i.e. si = {p1 , p2 , p3 , . . . , pl }.
Where p is a peak in a spectrum.
Definition 2 : If s0i denotes a spectrum after being processed by MS-REDUCE and the
size of the processed spectrum be li0 then R is the reduction factor such that R = (li0 /li ) ∗ 100
for each spectrum.
Each spectrum s in S needs to be reduced to obtain s 0 such that both s and s 0 correspond
to the same peptide with a high confidence value. Note that there may be cases where s
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and s 0 do not correspond to a same peptide, in that case if the peptide match for s 0 has a
confidence value better than the threshold value to qualify for a high confidence hit then
that counts as a correct hit. For example a raw spectrum s might correspond wrongly to a
peptide A but after being reduced using MS-REDUCE its noise level may get lowered and
the reduced spectrum s 0 may correspond correctly to another peptide B or vice versa. The
correctness of match is determined using quality assessment method discussed later.
MS-REDUCE exploits the fact that about 90% of peaks in a spectrum are noisy or are
not required for peptide deduction [23]. The sampling technique is dependent on the level
of noise and intensity variation in a given spectrum. The algorithm comprises of a three
stage pipeline. Each spectrum streams throught it while discarding the peaks that cannot
pass through the last stage. The three stages of the pipeline are i) Spectral Classification
ii) Peak Quantization iii) Weighted Random Sampling. Fig. 3.1 shows the proposed three
stage pipeline for MS-REDUCE algorithm.
The spectral classification module is the first stage in the pipeline of MS-REDUCE. The
main objective of this module is to determine an estimate of a spectrums noise level. To
this end, we present a novel metric, called Spectral Intensity Spread that allows us to bring
about an approximate classification of spectra according to their noise level. The Intensity
Spread of a spectrum roughly estimates how diverse the intensities of different peaks are.
The module makes this plain assumption that larger the value for Intensity Spread, more
noisy the spectrum is [31].
Once a spectrum has been assigned a class based on its estimated noise level, it is sent
forward to the Spectral Quantization module. Here the spectrum is quantized into several
levels along the intensity axis. The number of quantization levels depends on the class of
spectra that was assigned in previous stage. A noisier spectrum is quantized into larger
number of quanta. This module distributes the peaks into different groups based upon
10

Figure 3.1: Figure showing the pipeline for MS-REDUCE algorithm.

their intensity levels thus making it much simpler and faster to access peaks based on their
intensity levels.
The quantized spectra is sent into the last module, where possible signal peaks are retained using random peak sampling on the quanta. The number of peaks to be retained
are calculated based on the user defined reduction factor R. Weighted sampling rates are
calculated for each quantum such that the sum of peaks gathered from each level equals to
the percentage of peaks required. Here sampling rate is defined as the percentage of peaks
to be retained in one quantization level. We give details of each module below.
3.1. Spectral Classification
Most pre-processing algorithms process the spectra without any regards to the quality of
spectra i.e. a spectra with better signal to noise ratio is processed in the same way a spectra
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with poor S/N ratio. This results in a wastage of resources as a lot of redundant work is
performed for the spectra already having a higher S/N ratio. This module takes care of this
issue by classifying spectra on the basis of approximate noise content in them.
3.1.1. Intensity Spread
The classification is performed by comparing each spectrum’s Intensity Spread with the
Average Intensity Spread of the dataset. More formally:
Definition 3 : Let N be the total number of spectra in set S then S = {s1 , s2 , s3 , . . . , sn }
here si represents one spectrum. Then the intensity spread for spectrum si can be calculated
as:

Vi = Max10Avg(si ) − Min10Avg(si )

(3.1)

where Vi is the Intensity spread of the spectrum i and Max10Avg(si ) and Min10Avg(si )
present the average of ten most and least intense peaks of the spectrum respectively.
Similarly Average Intensity Spread for a dataset can be calculated as :

Vavg =

i=1 (Max10Avg(si )

PN

N

− Min10Avg(si )

(3.2)

where:
Vavg = Average Intensity Spread
N = number of spectra in set S
For each incoming spectrum the Intensity Spread value is calculated. As seen in Eq.
(3.2), this calculation requires only twenty peaks from each spectrum regardless of its size.
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3.1.2. Classification
Spectra are classified in four different classes depending upon how much above or below
the Vavg their value of V lies. Details regarding the choice of number of classes can be found
in Appendix C. Classes are named in increasing numerical order; higher classes contain
spectra with larger value of V and vice versa. Threshold values for V to be assigned to a
particular class are determined based on each dataset’s Vavg . More formally the threshold
values for each class can be defined as follows:
Definition 4 : Let x denote a class then for x = {1, 2, 3}
Sx = {si |(x − 1) ∗

1
1
∗ Vavg ≤ Vi ≤ x ∗ ∗ Vavg }
4
4

(3.3)

and for x = {4} :
3
Sx = {si | ∗ Vavg ≤ Vi }
4

(3.4)

where: Sx = Class x containing spectra assigned to it.
It can be seen in Fig. 3.2 how spectrum 1 and 2 have very different range of intensities
yet they have similar spectra spread hence have been assigned the same class.
3.2. Spectral Quantization
In our proposed algorithm quantization of spectra takes place along the intensity axis.
The intensity of a peak is simply compared with the upper and lower level of a quanta, if it
lies within the limit, the peak is assigned to that quantum. This process provides us with
different bins, each containing peaks of intensities within a specific range. The advantage
of quantization is exploited in the following step, where useful peaks are just picked out
13

Figure 3.2: Figure depicts a visual representation of classification stage. The
shaded regions present the Spectral Spread (V ), larger the shaded area larger
the value of V and noisier the corresponding spectrum is considered.

from their quanta and added to the final reduced spectrum. Thus preventing the need of
performing per peak computations.
3.2.1. Quantization Levels
Number of quantization levels is chosen such that those spectra having wide Intensity
Spread are quantized into larger number of levels while those having a narrow spread are
processed using smaller number of quantization levels. Our in house experiments suggest
that a spectrum with a smaller intensity spread yields no improvement if processed using
larger number of quantization levels while increasing the processing time. In order to save
time and space resources we use the smallest possible number of quantization levels necessary
to perform the computation. Similarly the spectra with wider Intensity Spread needs more
number of quantization levels to achieve similar accuracy. Classes 1, 2, 3 and 4 are assigned
5, 7, 9 and 11 levels of quantization respectively. These values have been chosen based upon
an empirical study, details of which can be found in Appendix C. The quantization process
14

can be formally defined as:
Definition 5 : Let nx be the maximum number of quantization levels for class x then we
can have n1 =5, n2 =7, n3 =9 and n4 =11. qij represents the quantum j of spectrum i. Then
following equations are calculated for each spectrum si , for each quantum j from 1 till nx .
for j < nx
qij = {p|

j
(j − 1)
∗ M10A(si ) ≤ kpk ≤
∗ M10A(si )}
nx
nx

(3.5)

(j − 1)
∗ M10A(si ) ≤ kpk}
nx

(3.6)

for j = nx
qij = {p|
where:
j = quantization level under consideration
qij =jth quantization level of ith spectrum
nx = number of quantization levels for class x
kpk = intensity of peak p
M10A(si ) = Average Intensity of 10 most intense peaks of si
Eqs. (3.5) and (3.6) are computed for each value of nx ranging from 1 till nx . The
quantum number assigned to each peak represents certain characteristics e.g. quantum 1 is
the lowest and it contains the least intense peaks, similarly the quantum number 11 would
be the highest for class 4 spectra and would contain the most intense peaks. The quanta
are equally spaced rather than being of irregular spread because about 90% of the data is
redundant so the probability that any outlier (if any) will affect the quality of the hits is
extremely small.
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Figure 3.3: Figure represents quantization of a class I spectrum with five
different quantization levels. The red colored peaks are the most intense and
belong to the fifth quantum while the light blue colored are the least intense
and have been binned into the lowest quantum.

3.3. Weighted Random Sampling
Rather than dealing with each peak, this step deals with quanta of peaks. Here this
assumption is made that each peak within one quantization level has an equal probability of
being a useful peak. Also because of the presence of more high intensity peaks, probability of
finding a useful peak is greater in the higher quanta [32]. In order to determine the number
of peaks to be sampled from one quantum, sampling weights are determined as explained
below.
3.3.1. Weights Calculation
First an estimate of number of peaks to be retained is calculated based upon the user
defined reduction factor. Then a recursive method estimates the sampling weights for each
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quantum such that they satisfy the following equation:
nx
X
i=1

(

xi
0
∗ qi ) = p
100

(3.7)

where:
xi = sampling rate for quantization level i
qi = ith quantization level
kqi k = number of peaks at ith quantization level
0

p = number of peaks required to satisfy the reduction factor
Peaks are taken starting from the highest quantization level and continuing with lower
levels until the required number of peaks is reached. If there are more peaks at a given
quantization level than are needed to reach the required number of peaks, the sufficient
peaks are chosen at random from that quantization level. Formally this can be presented by
Eqs. (3.8) through (3.10):
case 1 : kqnx k = p

0

xi =






100,

if i = nx .





0,

otherwise.

(3.8)

0

case 2 : kqnx k > p



0


kq k−(kq k−p

 i kq ki
),

xi = 



0,

i

if i = nx .
otherwise.
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(3.9)

Figure 3.4: Figure presents a visual representation of the random sampling
module. In this figure the top most quantum is assigned a weight of 100%
while the fourth quantum is assigned a weight of 50%. Peaks from all other
quanta are discarded owing to their zero sampling rate.

case 3 : Default

xi =






100,
0 Pnx

p − j=i+1
kqj k



,

kqi k

0

if p − kqj k > kqj+1 k.

(3.10)

otherwise.

Fig. 3.4 shows an example of weighted random sampling being performed on a class
I spectrum. In the right half of the figure a reduced spectrum can be observed, it can
be noticed that among the two peaks from fourth quantum only one appears in the final
spectrum because of 50% sampling rate. This one peak is chosen totally at random.
3.4. Performance Evaluation of MS-REDUCE
We carried out performance evaluation of MS-REDUCE in two phases. In first part
we evaluate the time complexity and the speed up achieved in comparison to some of the
existing algorithms. In the second part we perform the quality assessment experiments. This
tests the quality of the peptide matches obtained after performing data reduction using MSREDUCE.All these experiments were performed on experimentally obtained data, details of
which have been provided in Appendix B.
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We also compare the quality assessment results of MS-REDUCE with the existing algorithms as well as investigate the improvement achieved above the previous random sampling
approach [6].
3.4.1. Time Complexity
Time complexity of the algorithm can be formulated by observing the working of each
module closely and summing up the individual complexities of the modules. Theoretical
time complexity for MS-REDUCE is formulated below, it comes out to be almost linear
with respect to the number of spectra.
Time Complexity calculations are as follows:
• In the first module Intensity Spread of each incoming spectrum is calculated. As
described before (see section Proposed MS-REDUCE Algorithm) this step involves
two processes. First being the sorting of spectrum with respect to peak intensities and
in the second step average intensity of max and min peaks is calculated. The first
step is a O(li log(li )) process where li is the length of spectrum i. The second step is a
constant time processes and has a time complexity of O(1). This process is repeated
for each spectrum, if we assume total number of spectra to be N where N >> li thus
resultant time complexity of this step would be linear with respect to number of spectra
N i.e. O(N ).
• Second step of the first module classifies each spectrum into classes based on the
estimated noise level. This process involves comparison of Average Intensity Spread
associated with each spectrum with a pre calculated value. The comparison step is
a constant time process. When repeated for N spectra it results into a linear time
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complexity with respect to the number of spectra. Hence time complexity for this
module is also O(N ).
• The quantization module involves comparison of each peak with pre calculated values.
This is a constant time process which is repeated four times for each peak in a worst
case scenario. This results in a time complexity of O(4 ∗ l). This module works on each
of the incoming spectrum which gives a resultant time complexity of O(4 ∗ l ∗ N ). as
N is much larger than other values so it can be presented as O(N ).
• The last module performs a random sampling of peaks based upon user defined sampling rate R. Random selection of the peaks is a linear process with respect to the
number of total peaks to be sampled. Number of peaks to be sampled is given by
s ∗ l. Considering the process for N spectra the total time complexity is be given by
O(s ∗ l ∗ N ). As N is the dominant term so the time complexity can be represented as
O(N ) i.e. linear with respect to the number of spectra.
Result can be summed upto O(4 ∗ N ∗ L) which is approximately equivalent toO(N ) since
N is much larger than L.
In order to verify this linear time complexity, we used datasets varying from conventionally sized to the modern big data sets. For this we replicated UPS2 dataset several times to
obtain data sets of desired sizes. We formed ten datasets with each subsequent set having
100,000 more spectra. For all the experiments discussed from here onwards we made use of
a Linux based server with 24 CPUs, each operating at 1200 MHz.
Fig. 3.5 shows the time taken by MS-REDUCE to process each dataset explained above.
Currently the MS-REDUCE has been developed only as a single threaded program. To
compensate for background tasks and other time delays we performed the experiment on
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Figure 3.5: Figure showing a graph between processing time of MS-REDUCE
and the number of spectra processed at reduction factors of 10, 30, 60 and 90.
The horizontal axis represents the number of spectra while the vertical axis
represents time in milliseconds.

each dataset about ten times and averaged the time taken. For these experiments we set the
user defined reduction factor to 10, 30, 60 and 90.
It can be observed from Fig. 3.5 that MS-REDUCE has a linear time complexity with
respect to the number of spectra processed which is in agreement with our theoretical computational complexity. It can further be observed that a varying reduction factor does not
significantly affect the running time efficiency of the algorithm. A reduction factor as described before determines the amount of data to be retained by the algorithm. It can be
observed that the algorithm was able to retain its linear trend while being run with different
values of Reduction Factor.
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3.4.2. Speed Comparison
We compared the processing speed of MS-REDUCE with the denoising algorithm presented in [17]. In order to compare the speed we define two metrics here. One is the conventional speed up calculation method while the other is spectra per second or SPS. Following
equations describe both these metrics:

S = Tother /Treduce

(3.11)

Where S is the speed up obtained, Tother is the processing time of other algorithm under
consideration while Treduce is the time taken by MS-REDUCE.

SPS = Spectra/Time

(3.12)

Eq. (3.11) presents the conventional way of calculating speed up and the Eq. (3.12)
presents spectra per second metric. Larger number of spectra per seconds would mean a
faster processing rate for the algorithm. Here we will refer the algorithm in [17] as DeNoising Algorithm.
3.4.3. Comparison with De-Noising Algorithm
Both the algorithms were operated in similar environments for this study. As it was
explained before, De-Noising algorithm makes use of four different scoring techniques to
perform peak adjustments and then undesirable peaks are filtered out using a morphological
filter.
Table 1 shows the results from timing experiments performed for comparing the time
taken by the De-Noising Algorithm and MS-REDUCE. The columns two and three show
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Table 3.1: Speed-up achieved by MS-REDUCE over the Denoising Algorithm
Spectra

Tdenoise(msec)

Tms-reduce(msec)

Speed Up

9.61 × 104

2.35 × 107

2.25 × 105

103

1.92 × 105

4.41 × 107

4.50 × 105

96

2.89 × 10

5

6.49 × 10

7

6.78 × 10

5

94

3.85 × 10

5

8.60 × 10

7

9.03 × 10

5

94

1.09 × 10

8

1.12 × 10

6

95

1.31 × 10

8

1.75 × 10

6

83

1.55 × 10

8

6

1.76 × 10

8

8.67 × 10

1.97 × 10

8

9.63 × 105
6

5

4.81 × 10

5

5.78 × 10

5

6.74 × 10

5

7.71 × 10

5

1.06 × 10

2.0 × 10

86

2.05 × 10

6

94

2.29 × 10

6

94

2.20 × 108

2.47 × 106

98

8

6

99

2.43 × 10

2.81 × 10

the processing time for algorithms in milliseconds. The De-Noising algorithm takes almost
three days to process 1 million spectra. Poor scalability of such algorithms with increasing
size of the data sets renders them unsuitable for high-throughput environments. The table
shows MS-REDUCE takes around 47 minutes to process a million spectra thus achieving an
average speed up of 100.
3.4.4. Quality Assessment
In this section we investigate the quality of the peptide matches obtained from spectra that have been processed by MS-REDUCE. First we present the quality improvements
achieved over the previous technique and then we compare the results with the two similar
algorithms described before.
Fig. 3.6 presents procedure for assessing the quality of peptide matches obtained after
the application of MS-REDUCE algorithm. The raw spectra are fed into the MS-REDUCE
or any other algorithm under observation. The processed spectra are then sent to the Tide
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[33] search engine of Crux toolkit [34]. Tide provides with the peptide spectral matches
(PSMs) and decoy peptide matches based on a decoy database. These two datasets are then
sent to the post processing tool known as the percolator [35]. The percolator computes a
statistical confidence value based upon the PSMs and the decoy database matches which
serve as a false discovery rate (FDR) and assigns it to each PSM. We calculated the number
of PSMs for same FDR threshold obtained by using the datasets which had been treated by
the test algorithm. Using this information we were able to calculate a percentage of high
quality PSMs obtained by the processed spectra with respect to the number of high quality
PSMs obtained using the raw spectra. This experiment was repeated for FDR values of 1%,
3%, 5%, 7% and 9%. We are taking FDR of 5% as a nominal value, so in the following
experiments because of limited space we will only be presenting the results for FDR of 5%.

Figure 3.6: Figure shows flow of quality assessment experiments. The Test
Algorithm shown in top right corner is replaced by the algorithm under observation i.e. MS-REDUCE or Denoising Algorithm
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3.4.5. Comparison with Random Sampling of Peaks
We performed the above explained experiment on all the thirteen datasets which have
been explained in the Appendix B. The results are for FDR value of 5% but the results
are similar for other FDR values. Figs. 3.7 through 3.11 present the results for quality
assessment experiments performed on MS-REDUCE and and the random peak sampling
method [6] using three HCD and CID datasets each and the UPS2 dataset.
The graphs have been plotted by varying the value of reduction factor for MS-REDUCE
and Sampling rate of random peak sampling approach from 10% to 90%. The 100% presents
the untreated raw dataset. MS-REDUCE presents significant improvement over the random
sampling approach. For some datasets percentage matches are nearing 90% with a data
reduction rate of only 20%. The results are also shown to be consistent for a given fragmentation type (HCD or CID) with MS-REDUCE doing a bit better for HCD due to better S/N
ratio for HCD data sets [36].
3.4.6. Comparison with Conventional Algorithms
We also compared the quality of peptide matches for the data processed by MS-REDUCE
with that processed by conventional noise reducing algorithms. The approach taken for these
experiments was also the same as presented in Fig. 3.6. Fig. 3.12 shows quality assessment
plots of De-Noising Algorithm, MSCleaner 2.0 and performance of MS-REDUCE at reduction
factors of 30, 60 and 90. MS-REDUCE out performs MSCleaner 2.0 for all datasets except
UPS2 while operating at nearly all the values of reduction factors. It out performs DeNoising Algorithm while operating around a reduction factor of 60. Note that other both
algorithms are compute-intensive and take much longer time as compared to MS-REDUCE
to produce comparable results as shown in Fig. 3.12.
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Figure 3.7: Quality assessment plots for CID-DS1, CID-DS2 and CID-DS3
datasets.
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Figure 3.8: Quality assessment plots for CID-DS4, CID-DS5 and CID-DS6
datasets.
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Figure 3.9: Quality assessment plots for HCD-DS1, HCD-DS2 and HCD-DS3
datasets.
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Figure 3.10: Quality assessment plots for HCD-DS4, HCD-DS5 and HCD-DS6
datasets.
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Figure 3.11: Quality assessment plot for UPS2 dataset.
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Figure 3.12: Quality assessment plots for MS-REDUCE and other preprocessing algorithms. X-axis shows experimental datasets.
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CHAPTER 4
GPU-DAEMON: A Template to Support Development of GPU Algorithms
Computational techniques have rapidly increased the pace of scientific inquiry and progress.
Big data is not limited to proteomics only. We get large volume and velocity of data from a
variety of sources including biological experiments, social interactions, IoT sensors or other
scientific investigations. Many of these sources can produce enormous amount of data in
short periods of time. Faster and efficient computational techniques are essential to make
sense out of the data from these various sources [37] [1]. For instance, mass spectrometry based proteomics is a problem of interest for precision medicine, cancer research and
drug discovery. However, experiments in this domain produce big and complex data sets
reaching peta-byte level [37] [1] [15]. Simple protein and metaproteomic library searches can
take impractically long compute times [38][39]. Similarly, for proteogenomic experiments
when proteomics is studied in tandem with genomics, the compute times based on existing
sequential approaches become excruciatingly slow [37] [40].
Multicore and manycore devices such as GPUs, Intel-Phi and FPGAs have been shown
to be useful for scaling big data problems for variety of applications [41] [42]. With the
advent of these devices, there is a need to develop well-designed and scalable algorithms
that can exploit the underlying HPC architecture [43] [44]. One of the most exciting devices
of the modern times is Graphics Processing Unit (GPU). Because of its low cost and high
performance, it is becoming the go-to device for computational labs [45] [46]. However,
despite its advantages, it is a very tedious task to develop an optimized GPU algorithm.
Because of the application specific designs of GPU algorithms, re-using existing designs with
minor tweaks is not possible and naively designed algorithms may perform even poorer than
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their sequential versions [41]. To facilitate rapid designing of an optimized GPU algorithm,
a set of fundamental guidelines and generic principles needs to be available. Which can
be followed to develop an efficient GPU algorithm without worrying too much about the
complexities of GPU architecture.
To make this process more efficient and scalable for large number of programmers and
application developers and for a variety of disciplines, a generic GPU algorithm design template for big omics data must be made available. A a solution, we developed GPU-DAEMON
(GPU Algorithm Design, Data Management and Optimization) template, a GPU algorithm
design template for array based big omics data sets. This template can be followed by computer scientists and developers to design an efficient and scalable GPU based algorithm for
big omics data, provided that the data can be transformed into array based structures. To
accomplish this, we consider all the possible bottlenecks in a GPU algorithm design, methods
of efficient memory management inside a GPU and the much-needed optimizations to achieve
maximum occupancy and performance on GPUs. As an application of GPU-DAEMON, we
implement a GPU version of MS-REDUCE algorithm (from Chapter 3) as a case study. The
details of GPU version of MS-REDUCE are discussed in next chapter.
4.1. GPU Architecture and CUDA
Graphics processing units (GPUs) were introduced as dedicated graphics accelerating
devices. These can run millions of compute units in parallel; which allows them to process
individual elements of an image matrix in parallel. A set of computations which can be
reduced to simple matrix manipulations can take advantage of GPU’s massively parallel
processing power [47].
A GPU contains several Streaming Multiprocessors(SM) each of which contains multiple
CUDA cores. Number of these units on each device varies with the GPU model. For instance,
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Figure 4.1: Figure showing CPU-GPU architecture overview. All the data
transfers happen via PCIe.

a K-40 Tesla GPU contains 15 SMs with 192 CUDA cores each, making a total of 2880 cores.
While GTX 1080Ti GPU contains 28 SMs with 128 CUDA cores each.
Each SM has a fast on-chip memory which is shared among its cores and is called the
Shared Memory. It is about 100x faster than the GPU global memory but is quite small and
usually varies from 32 Kbyte to 64 Kbyte depending upon the GPU [48]. It is also available
to be used as a user defined cache. An off-chip memory of much larger size, called Global
memory is used for storing data and communicating with the host. Sizes of Global memory
are of the order of GBs. Fig. 4.1 shows an overview of CPU-GPU architecture.
4.1.1. CUDA Overview
With increasing interest in GPUs for data processing applications, NVIDIA introduced
CUDA platform to aid in the use of their GPUs for general purpose processing. CUDA
is a programing environment which can be used with multiple programming languages to
implement programs on GPUs [49]. It forms a software overlay and provides programmer
an easy access to programmable features of a GPU. CUDA uses SIMT (Single Instruction
Multiple Thread) model, which combines the usual SIMD (Single Instruction Multiple Data)
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with multiple threading thus providing two levels of parallelism [50] [51]. CUDA compute
units are arranged in the form of a Grid of Blocks while each block contains several threads.
Number of threads and blocks are determined by the compute capability of the device. Each
thread within a block is assigned two IDs; a block ID and a thread ID, using these a unique
ID can be calculated for each thread. In a CUDA model the SMs in Fig. 4.1 would be
replaced by blocks and CUDA cores with threads. At a given time, the number of active
threads in a GPU is determined by the compiler and these threads are then scheduled onto
across CUDA cores based on the available resources [49].
4.1.2. CPU-GPU Computing
In CPU-GPU computing, CPU acts as the host and offloads tasks to the GPU which
behaves as a coprocessor. Data from CPU RAM is transferred to GPU’s global memory
via a PCIe cable and a set of instructions known as CUDA Kernel is launched on the
GPU. Each CUDA compute unit executes these instructions independently. Once the kernel
completes execution, the results are copied back to the host. First step in designing any
GPU algorithm is to carefully profile the problem and offload only the most compute intense
and data independent tasks to the GPU [52]. In a lot of cases, CPU can perform tasks faster
than GPU when the data transfer overheads are taken into considerations [53].
4.2. Challenges in GPU Algorithm Design
Following is an overview of common challenges and bottlenecks faced in the design of
efficient GPU algorithm.
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4.2.1. Need for Data Parallel Design
Even though large in number, the GPU compute units are quite simple without deep
pipelines or any optimizations for executing long lines of codes in an efficient manner. Best
way of exploiting GPU’s power is to design a data parallel algorithm such that each compute
unit must perform simple operations while being independent of results from other units.
4.2.2. Data transfer Bottlenecks
The part of algorithm which is offloaded to GPU, requires that the data be present in
the GPU memory before a kernel can be launched. This data transfer happens via a slow
PCIe cable. The potential speedups are subdued if the time needed to transfer the data from
CPU to GPU is larger than the execution time of the program. Hence efficient techniques
are required to reduce the amount of data transfers. Similarly, the data generated on GPU
after execution of the kernel can be much larger than the input and may require novel result
sifting techniques to avoid GPU-CPU transfer bottlenecks.
4.2.3. Non-Coalesced Memory Accesses
Active GPU threads are grouped into chunks of 32 threads called a warp. These warps
are scheduled onto SMs as the resources become available. Global memory accesses from
threads of a warp are coalesced together into same memory transaction if the locations
being accessed have spatial locality. Otherwise threads access global memory in multiple
transactions, which stalls the execution of warp until the data is available. This problem
considerably slows down execution by reducing the number of concurrent compute units
active at a given time.
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4.2.4. Warp Divergence
In an SIMT execution, threads in a warp execute in a lock step which means that all the
instructions are executed simultaneously by the threads of a warp. In case of a branch or if
threads must diverge, a warp divergence occurs leading to a loss of efficiency and slowdown
of a GPU algorithm. One of the challenges in efficient GPU algorithm design is to minimize
the warp-divergence.
4.2.5. Exploiting Coarse Grained and Fine Grained Parallelism
GPU offers two levels of parallelism, to exploit each level to its fullest fine-grained data
management techniques are required. This requires that the data be managed in such a way
that it can be disintegrated to a fine level. In the absence of such technique large amount of
GPU resources are left unutilized.
4.3. Basic Principles of GPU-DAEMON
The proposed GPU algorithm design approach provides a template for the design of GPU
algorithm for big-omics data. GPU-DAEMON is divided into seven steps, each step proposes
a generic solution for tackling a GPU bottleneck. These solutions need to be specialized
depending upon each application. Fig. 4.2 shows flow of the steps in GPU-DAEMON.
The first step is to analyze and profile the algorithm under consideration to determine
compute and data intensive parts. These data and compute intense tasks are reserved for
GPU while other bookkeeping and simpler operations are left for CPU side. After this we
begin by considering each bottleneck step by step.
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4.3.1. Simplifying Complex Data Structures
Data is mostly stored in the form of larger data structures for ease of access and better
organization purposes. First bottleneck occurs when large data structures are transferred
over PCIe. Approach of transferring complete data structures is very easy and attractive
for any programmer since no considerable redesigning of the algorithm/code is required.
However, most of the computations performed on GPUs require only a part of large data
structures. As a first step, instead of transferring complete data structures to GPU, data
should be transformed such that only the portion required by GPUs part of processing is
transferred. This considerably cuts the transfer bottleneck created by sluggish PCIe.
4.3.2. Simplifying Complex Computations
The architecture of GPU compute units is very simple and is not capable of processing
more involved or large number of operations in an efficient way. Their shallow pipelines and
naive designs make them specialized for simpler computations.
Keeping this in mind, in the second step of GPU-DAEMON, complex computations are
simplified. For instance, converting floating point numbers into integers or representing them
in binary will make GPU computations much simpler and faster. Depending on the algorithm, in some cases simpler logical operations will simplify the computations for a complex
algorithm. At times precision is too important to simplify computations. In such a scenario
GPU can be used to process a simpler representation of more complex data to approximate
simpler solutions. These simpler solutions can then be processed to yield more precise results
on CPU with the aid of actual data. In such a scenario GPU aids by performing the brunt
of processing and CPU just does the bare minimum. These simplification techniques may
vary depending upon the application.
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Figure 4.2: Figure shows the template for GPU-DAEMON

4.3.3. Efficient Array Management in GPU
A scalable GPU algorithm design boils down to array management strategies inside CPUGPU architecture. This step discusses management and mapping of data to CUDA compute
units to achieve fine grained parallelism. As discussed before, compute units in CUDA
platform are classified as Blocks and Threads. To fully exploit this two-level parallelism, we
recommend an array fragmentation strategy. This can be done in two steps:
First, we perform coarse grained distribution by mapping each array to a unique block.
This mapping is feasible because the number of CUDA blocks is much larger than the number
of arrays which a GPU can hold in its memory at a given time.
In second step, we achieve fine grained mapping by segmenting each array into subarrays
and then mapping each subarray to a cluster of threads or a single thread depending upon
the nature of problem. The data mapping can be divided into two categories each requiring
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a different approach.
If the nature of data and target function is such that each element can be processed
independently then considering an array of size m, following number of elements assigned
per thread should suffice:
Ei =

m
nT

(4.1)

EnT −1 = Ei + m mod (nT )
where Ei is the number of elements to be mapped to thread i where nT is the total number
of threads available per block, and EnT −1 represents the number of elements mapped to the
last thread in block. Here we assume that Thread IDs start at position 0. Start and end
indices for subarray assigned to each thread can be calculated as:

SIi = i ∗ Ei
EIi = (SIi + (i + 1) ∗ Ei ) − 1
EInT −1 = (EInT −2 + EnT −1 ) − 1
Here SIi and EIi are the locations for first and last elements of the subarrays assigned
to thread i, respectively.
When the nature of data and operations to be performed are such that elements cannot be
processed independent of each other, then elements need to be divided into data independent
subsets using a suitable user defined function as shown in GPU-DAEMON template Fig. 4.2.
We denote this function by Fsub .
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4.3.4. Exploiting Shared Memory
Shared memory is about 100x faster than the global memory. To utilize this speed most
frequently accessed parts of data should be moved to the shared memory. But doing so may
not always yield better results [52] [48]. If the following equation holds then it is reasonable
to move the data to shared memory:

(Ttf ) + (PSM ) < (PGM )

(4.2)

Here Ttf is the time to move data from global to shared memory while PSM and PGM are
the processing times in Shared and Global memory, respectively.
4.3.5. In-Warp Optimizations
This step considers optimization strategies which can be used to get the best out of
a GPU. As discussed in section 4.2, thread divergence inside a warp and lack of memory
coalescing in accessing global memory leads to loss of performance. Among these two the
latter has more dominant affect. Thread divergence can be avoided by redesigning the
algorithm so that threads of a warp do not diverge.
To achieve global memory coalescing a good thread to data mapping strategy is needed.
The mappings discussed in 3rd step of GPU-DAEMON simplifies this mapping. By mapping
consecutive threads to independent contiguous array segments of step 3 can help achieve
memory coalescing.
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4.3.6. Result Sifting
Output arrays generated on GPU as a result of big data processing can be very large in
size, at times even larger than the size of total input [54]. Copying these back to CPU over
PCIe cable results in a memory transfer bottleneck. This step of GPU-DAEMON deals with
techniques for removing this bottleneck. These techniques can include either compressing
the results or copying back only the most interesting results while filtering out the others.
These methods are application specific and are not generalized in our proposed strategy.
4.3.7. Post Processing Results
If in the first step, if a transformation is performed on the data to simplify the transfer
and processing then there may be a need for a post processing phase. This phase is mostly
performed on the host processor and is basically an inverse of the data transformation performed in the first step.
4.3.8. Out-Of-Core Design
Modern GPUs have a very limited in-core memory, when dealing with big data it is
essential that the algorithm can work out-of-core.
4.3.9. Time Complexity Model for GPU-DAEMON
Any algorithm developed using GPU-DAEMON will have total time Ttot comprising of
two terms
Ttot = TCP U + TGP U
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where TCP U is the total time complexity of CPU part of the design and TGP U is the total
time complexity of GPU part of the design. Here we will give a generic formulation for TGP U ,
this formulation can be used to derive the actual time complexity of the GPU part of the
algorithm.
TGP U depends on the time taken to disintegrate a given array into data independent
segments (Tsub ), time for processing the data independent arrays (Tproc ) and the time for
result sifting step (Tsif t ) i.e. TGP U = Tsub + Tproc + Tsif t . If we consider N arrays with
each of size n then the total time for applying disintegeration function fsub to N arrays on
GPU would be equal to Tsub =

N
B

∗ ( T (fpsub ) ) where B is the number of Cuda Blocks active

at a given time, p is the number of threads active per block and T (fsub ) is the time for
fsub . Similarly, we can compute T (fproc ) to be
Tsif t =

N ∗x∗T (fsif t )
B∗p

N
B

)
∗ ( T (fproc
) for processing function fsub and
p

for result sifting function fsif t . Here x is the number of elements in each

result array. This gives us:
TGP U =

N
∗ (T (fsub ) + T (fproc ) + x ∗ T (fsif t ))
B∗p
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(4.3)

CHAPTER 5
GPU-ArraySort: GPU Based Array Sorting Technique
Sorting a given list of numbers is one of the most studied problem in computer science.
A lot of algorithms have sorting as an integral step [1]. There is a large number of sequential
and parallel algorithms available for sorting one large array of numbers [55] but not much
effort has been made to tackle the problem of sorting large number of moderately sized arrays.
Sorting large number of moderately sized arrays results into a computational bottleneck in
several algorithms [1] [48].
To this end, we present a GPU based array sorting algorithm capable of sorting large number of moderately sized arrays. This algorithm was first presented in [48]. GPU-ArraySort
was developed following the GPU-DAEMON template, here we discuss the implementation
of GPU-ArraySort as a case study for GPU-DAEMON. Fig. 5.1 shows design of GPUArraySort overlaid on GPU-DAEMON template.
5.1. Simplifying Complex Data Structures
Since GPU-ArraySort is mostly used as integral part of a bigger algorithm, in this step
the data to be sorted can be extracted from larger data structures and stored in the form of
simple arrays. These arrays are then transferred over to GPU memory via the PCIe cable.
Since the sorting operation cannot be further simplified, the step for simplification of
computations was skipped for this algorithm.
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5.2. Efficient Array Management
In a sorting problem, correct placement of each element depends on the value of every
other element, so this presented a tailor-made situation for dependent sub-array case of section 4.3.3. The coarse-grained mapping was achieved by mapping each array to a different
CUDA block using the method discussed in section 4.3.3. To perform fine grained segmentation, we made use of sample based bucketing technique [56]. Using this strategy, the larger
arrays were fragmented into smaller data independent sub-arrays and then mapped to fine
grained compute units. In GPU-DAEMON template, Fsub was replaced with sample based
bucketing function. Sample based buckets are formed following a two-phase strategy i.e.
Splitter Selection and Bucketing. Details of both these phases are given below.
5.2.1. Splitter Selection
The arrays are usually small enough to fit within the shared memory of the GPU, so first
each block moves its assigned array into its shared memory. The number of splitters required
depends upon the number of buckets each array is divided into. As this step decides the
sizes of smaller buckets which will be sorted by individual threads in the last phase, hence
it becomes very critical that we optimize the size of these buckets, for maximum efficiency.
Our empirical study showed that the best performance is obtained when there are at least 20
elements per bucket. This choice of size of bucket is totally independent of size of individual
array as well as total number of arrays.
Definition 1: If n is the size of an array, let Bi be the set of buckets for array i, Bi =
n
c.
{b1 , b2 , b3 , . . . bp } where p = b 20

For p buckets we need to have p − 1 splitters, these splitters are obtained from a sample
set obtained from the unsorted array Ai using regular sampling method. Our studies showed
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that for uniformly distributed data 10% regular sampling gave most evenly balanced buckets
and hence the best running time. The samples obtained are first sorted using in-place
insertion sort. Then the p − 1 splitters are chosen by traversing the sorted sample-array
while gathering splitters at regular intervals. As each block returns its set of splitters, they
are written to global memory at indices calculated using each blocks id such that consecutive
blocks write in consecutive memory locations. Per block, single thread is used for performing
all these operations, we tried using more complex strategies but owing to the small size of
sampled array, over heads were too large. Also as sampled array is very small in size and
can be conveniently placed inside the shared memory. Definition
The array of splitters thus formed can be defined as:
Definition 2: let S be the array of size N , each element si ∈ S is an array of size q which
consists of splitters for array Ai . S = {s1 , s2 , s3 , . . . , sN } where si = {sp1 , sp2 , sp3 . . . , spq }
and q = p − 1. Algorithm 2 describes a per thread pseudo code for first phase.
5.2.2. Bucketing
This phase constructs the buckets based upon the splitter values from previous phase
and builds a global array which keeps record of sizes of all the buckets of all the arrays.
Definition 3:Let Z be the array of size N , each element zi ∈ Z is an array of size q which
consists of bucket sizes for array Ai . Z = {z1 , z2 , z3 , . . . , zN } where zi = {zb1 , zb2 , zb3 . . . , zbp },
here each zbj ∈ zi represents size of bucket j in array Ai .
Now again each array gets assigned to a unique block having threads equal to the number
of buckets p. The sub-array spi is moved to shared memory because of its very small size
yet high frequency of use. The pointers to spi are determined on the fly using each block0 s
and thread0 s id.
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Each thread in the block is assigned a pair of splitters from sub-array spi depending upon
its thread id, such that each thread gets a unique pair of splitters.
Definition 4:Let ri denote a splitter pair for a thread i then ri = {spi [tid], spi [tid + 1]}
here tid denotes each thread0 s id.
The advantage of assigning a splitter pair to each thread is that it helps avoiding branch
divergence by completely removing any other paths from the code, this can be observed
in Algorithm 1. Assigning a pair of splitters can result in overlapping buckets which can
upset the normal sample sort mechanism. To avoid overlapping we introduce two additional
splitters in sub-array spi , by adding a splitter smaller than the smallest value in array Ai at
the starting index while a value larger than the largest value of Ai at the last index.
Now each thread traverses the array Ai in parallel and buckets the element lying within
the range of its splitter pair while keeping track of a counter zbj ∈ zi , where j is the bucket
under consideration and i is the array being treated. At the end of bucketing process, each
such counter contains the size of corresponding bucket. We also explored the option of
using multiple threads on single bucket but that slows down the process considerably, most
possibly because of the additional overhead.
Once the buckets have been created, each bucket is written back to the actual memory
location of array Ai . In conventional approach this write back process had to be sequential
but using the calculated bucket sizes we were able to parallelize this write back process
as well. The tedious process of writing back to the same memory location comes with an
advantage of saving about 50% of device0 s global memory.
Algorithm 1 describes a per thread pseudo code for second phase.
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Algorithm 1 Per thread pseudo code for bucketing phase
Data: An array Ai and a pair of splitters ri
Result: A bucket of elements within splitter pair range
splitterPair = obtainSplitters(ri )
initializeBucket(bucket)
index = 0
bucketIndex = 0
while not the end of array Ai do
if splitterPair[1] < Ai [index] < splitterPair[2] then
bucket[bucketIndex] = Ai [index]
bucketIndex + +
end
index + +
end

5.3. Exploiting shared memory
Independent subarrays (buckets) which are created in previous step were moved to the
shared memory for in-place sorting operation. Since the subarrays are quite small, they can
always fit inside the shared memory.
5.4. In-Warp Optimizations
The independent sub-arrays were then assigned to threads of a warp for sorting. The
sub-arrays assigned to threads of a warp were placed in contiguous locations in the memory.
This minimized the number of memory transactions required by each warp thus optimizing
the memory accesses.
The next step of the GPU-DAEMON template was skipped for GPU-ArraySort because
result sifting is required when all the results are not of interest or the results are impractically
large to be transferred back. In this case our output was sorted arrays which had to be
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transferred back completely, so we skipped the result sifting step.
Algorithm 2 Per thread pseudo code for splitter selection
Data: An array Ai and required number of splitters q
Result: An array of splitters si for array Ai
samples = obtainSamples(Ai )
sortedSamples = insertionSort(samples)
index = 0
sampleIndex = 0
stride = calculateStride(sortedSamples)
while sizeOf (si ) not equal to q do
si [index] = Ai [sampleIndex]
sampleIndex+ = stride
index + +
end

5.5. Post Processing Results
The sorted arrays can then be used for remainder of the processing of the algorithm of
which the array-sorting was part of.
5.6. Out-Of-Core Design
It happens very often when all the arrays to be sorted cannot fit inside the GPU memory
and must be sorted in batches. Our results showed that the use of CUDA streams to overlap
the data transfer and data processing times created a pipeline like affect and gave smaller
processing times than simple batch processing.
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Figure 5.1: Design of GPU-ArraySort overlaid on GPU-DAEMON template.

5.7. Time Complexity Model
Time complexity of GPU-ArraySort can be determined by replacing the values of T (fsub )
and T (fproc ) in Eq. 4.3 with O( np ) and O( np ∗ log( np )) respectively. Here n is the length of
each array while p is the number of threads per CUDA block. Since GPU-ArraySort does
not have any pre- or post-processing steps, remaining values will be replaced by zero.

O(

n n
n
+ ∗ log( ))
p p
p

(5.1)

5.8. Performance Evaluation
We evaluated the performance of the proposed algorithm in two different phases; first we
did a runtime comparison with a known technique of sorting large number of arrays. The
we perform an analysis to see the maximum number of arrays each technique can sort on
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the given GPU.
As discussed earlier in literature there is no dedicated GPU based sorting algorithm
which can be used to sort large number of arrays. However NVIDIA0 s Thrust library offers
stable sort with key approach which can be used for sorting large number of arrays after
tagging them with keys. This unorthodox technique of sorting arrays using Thrust library
is explained below:
5.8.1. Sorting using Tagged Approach (STA)
Let I = {A1 , A2 , A3 , . . . , Ai } be a list of arrays to be sorted where i = N , then in order
to use the STA approach we create another list of arrays and call it the array of tags.
Definition 5: Let T = {T1 , T2 , T3 , . . . , Ti } be list of arrays of tags such that i = N and
|Ti | = |Ai |. Here each element t ∈ Ti represents a tag for array Ti and carries the same value
i.e. t = i.
Once the tags have been created all the arrays of I are merged into one single array and
all the tags are merged into another array. Then the sorting proceeds in two steps :
• Perform a stable sort on the array, containing the arrays to be sorted, using the array
of tags, as keys.
• Perform a stable sort on the array of tags, using the array of arrays to be sorted, as
keys.
The process has been explained in the Fig. 5.2.
It can be observed that sorting arrays like this is not only tedious but can be very time
consuming. The whole process requires a lot of redundant work. Process of adding tags
and then sorting them forms the brunt of time required for sorting multiple arrays using
STA. In order to sort the tags, the tag array has to be stored in GPU’s global memory
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Figure 5.2: A step by step process explaining the STA technique, here the
arrays to be sorted are referred as test arrays: I) A tag array is created for
each array to be sorted. II) Arrays are merged into one big array. III) Arrays
are sorted using the array of tags as keys. IV) Again arrays are sorted using
the test arrays as key. V) Arrays are restored based upon their tags.
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thus utilizing twice the memory than actual data. Moreover Thrust library’s function which
performs the required stable sort with respect to keys utilizes radix sort as its core sorting
algorithm. Radix sort uses almost O(N ) more space than the data under process [57] Thus
we can conclude that theoretically STA uses about 3 times more memory than may actually
be required to sort all the arrays.
5.8.2. Runtime Analysis
First we perform an analysis to test the running time of GPU-ArraySort and the STA
technique discussed above. To perform these experiments we created four different datasets,
each dataset consisted of about 200000 arrays while the sizes of arrays were 1000, 2000,
3000 and 4000 respectively for four datasets. Each array was randomly generated using a
uniform distribution between 0 and 231 −1. All the experiments discussed from here onwards
were performed in identical environment. We made use of a server with 24 CPU cores each
operating at 1200 MHz. The Graphic Processing Unit used was NVIDIA0 s Tesla K-40c,
it consists of 15 Multiprocessors while each Multiprocessor consisted of 192 CUDA cores
making a total number of CUDA cores equal to 2880. Total global memory available on
the device was 11520 MBytes and the shared memory of 48 KBytes was available per block.
Furthermore all the experiments were performed using float as the data type used.
Figs. 5.3 through 5.6 show runtime comparison between STA and GPU-ArraySort. Its
clear from the figures that GPU-ArraySort out performs the STA technique for all the array
sizes. In the next section we demonstrate memory efficiency of GPU-ArraySort in comparison
with the STA Technique.
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Run Time Analysis for Array Size 1000

Time (milliseconds)

8,000

GPU-ArraySort
STA

6,000
4,000
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0
0.5
1
1.5
2
Number of Arrays (N) ·105

Time (milliseconds)

Figure 5.3: The figure shows time versus number of arrays plots for GPUArraySort and the tagged sorting approach using key based stable sorting
algorithm from Thrust library.

Run 4Time Analysis for Array Size 2000
·10
GPU-ArraySort
1.5
STA
1
0.5
0
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1
1.5
2
Number of Arrays (N) ·105

Figure 5.4: The figure shows time versus number of arrays plots for GPUArraySort and the tagged sorting approach using key based stable sorting
algorithm from Thrust library.
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Run 4Time Analysis for Array Size 3000
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Figure 5.5: The figure shows time versus number of arrays plots for GPUArraySort and the tagged sorting approach using key based stable sorting
algorithm from Thrust library.

Run 4Time Analysis for Array Size 4000
·10
GPU-ArraySort
3
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1
1.5
Number of Arrays (N) ·105

Figure 5.6: The figure shows time versus number of arrays plots for GPUArraySort and the tagged sorting approach using key based stable sorting
algorithm from Thrust library.
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Table 5.1: Table for Memory Efficiency of GPU-ArraySort.

Array Size
1000
2000
3000
4000

GPU-ArraySort
2000000
1050000
700000
500000

STA
700000
350000
200000
150000

Note: The table shows number of arrays sorted by STA technique and GPU-ArraySort.
The center column shows that GPU-ArraySort can sort upto 2 million arrays of size 1000
while in comparison STA technique was able to sort only 0.7 million arrays. This
comparison is for Tesla K-40c GPU.
5.8.3. Data Handling Efficiency
In order to test the data handling capacity of each technique we performed the same
experiments as those of previous section but without any bound on the number of arrays.
Table 5.1 shows the maximum number of Arrays processed by each method of the give
size in a single iteration of the algorithm. It can be observed that the GPU-ArraySort
algorithm can sort about three times more arrays than STA technique.
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CHAPTER 6
G-MSR: A GPU Based Dimensionality Reduction Algorithm
The number of spectra generated by a mass spectrometer can vary between thousands to
up to a billion depending on the nature and the objective of a systems biology experiment.
Each spectrum is a set of 2-tuples where each tuple consists of a mass to charge ratio and
a corresponding intensity; we call each such tuple a peak [38] [52]. As discussed in Chapter
1, preprocessing of this data is an essential part of the proteomics pipeline. However, conventional pre-processing algorithms are very slow and take days of computations [58]. As an
attempt to resolve this problem, we introduced G-MSR, a GPU based dimensionality reduction algorithm for proteomics data [52]. G-MSR is a GPU-DAEMON based implementation
of previously presented MS-REDUCE algorithm [1].
6.1. G-MSR Algorithm
G-MSR algorithm basically consists of three major steps i.e. 1) Spectral Classification,
2) Quantization and 3) Weighted Random Sampling. At input it accepts a spectrum s and
a reduction factor R. If size of the input spectrum can be denoted by |s| then at the output
G-MSR will generate a reduced spectrum of size R ∗ |s|.
In the classification stage, based on the estimate of noise content of each spectrum, it is
classified into one of four classes. Spectra belonging to different classes are then quantized
i.e. peaks in each spectrum are then grouped based on their tendency to be a significant
peak. Finally, using a weighted random sampling stage, peaks are randomly sampled from
each quantum to form a reduced spectrum. The sampling weights ensure that only the most
significant peaks make it to the final reduced spectrum. The weighted random sampling step
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is governed by the following total peak equation:
n
X

xi
= p0
100
i=0

(6.1)

Here xi is the sampling weight for the i-th quantum, qi is the number of peaks in the
quantum i, p0 represents the total peaks in the reduced spectrum and n is the number of
quanta for given spectrum.
Fig.6.2 shows the design of G-MSR overlapped on the GPU-DAEMON template and Fig.
6.1 shows a comparison in the workflows of MS-REDUCE and G-MSR.
6.1.1. Simplifying Complex Data Structures
As discussed before, the mass spectra obtained from MS consist of mass to charge ratios
and their corresponding intensities. In a naive method complete spectra along with their
meta-data would be transferred over the PCIe cable to GPU for processing. But following
the GPU-DAEMON template we separate the intensities from the larger data structure in
the forms of multiple arrays (one array for each spectrum) and only transfer these over to
GPU memory. This cuts down the amount of data being transferred by more than 50%.
The actual spectra are kept on the host for book-keeping and post processing phase.
6.1.2. Simplifying Complex Computations
Since intensities are floating-point numbers, we round them off to nearest integer before transferring them to GPU. This converts all the floating-point computations to integer
computations thus simplifying the computations. As shown at the end of this chapter, this
approximation does not affect the algorithm0 s performance.
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Figure 6.1: A) Shows the work flow of MS-REDUCE. B) Shows the construction of QIS from 3-D quantized spectrum from MS-REDUCE. C) Shows the
work flow of G-MSR, blocks with same color represent processing in same kernel. A copy of actual spectra is maintained on the CPU for construction of
reduced spectra.
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Figure 6.2: Design of G-MSR overlaid on GPU-DAEMON template

6.1.3. Efficient Array Management
The quantization stage of MS-REDUCE reduction algorithm discussed in chapter 3
transforms the spectra into 3-Dimensional data structures. Managing this 3-D data structure is challenging for data processing on a GPU architecture [59], also in-order for GPUDAEMON0 s array management technique to work we need to map the data into a 1Dimensional array.
To achieve this, we introduced a novel data structure called Quantized Index Spectrum
(QIS) which maps a 3-D quantized spectrum onto a 1-D array which can then be easily
managed using the techniques discussed in section 4.3.3. The QIS data structure serves a
dual purpose of transforming 3-D quantized spectra to 1-D array while performing the step
of quantization.
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As discussed before, the quantization step basically groups together the peaks of a spectrum. In a QIS data structure, these groups of peaks are present in contiguous memory
locations, with a separate array of pointers keeping track of starting and ending points.
Each of this group can be considered as a sub-array, since these sub-arrays are independent
of each other we can use the strategy of section 4.3.3 for exploiting fine-grained parallelism.
For G-MSR algorithm, we replace Fsub by QIS construction in GPU-DAEMON template.
In order to construct a QIS, instead of clustering peaks together as in MS-REDUCE, we
clustered together the indices of the peaks which make up a quantum. For each spectrum, a
QIS is an array containing peak indices clustered together at computed distances. We refer
to this structure as quantized-indexed-spectrum (QIS). We can formally define QIS for a
spectrum si as:
Definition: Qi where Qi = {q1 , q2 , q3 , . . . , qm } and each qt = {l1 , l2 , l3 , . . . , ln } is quantum
t, and l represents index for a peak in si .
In QIS structure, quanta are sorted in their increasing order. Fig. 6.1 B) shows the
construction of QIS from intensity array. The QIS then overwrites the spectrum to conserve
space.
6.1.4. Exploiting Shared Memory
To better exploit the shared memory, sub-arrays are then moved to the shared memory
for further processing if the Eq. 4.2 is satisfied.
6.1.5. In-Warp Optimizations
The sub-arrays created by the QIS are a part of a larger array, with their beginning
and end pointers listed separately. So, all the sub-arrays created by QIS are in contiguous
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memory locations. This feature of QIS helps ensure that when consecutive sub-arrays are
processed by consecutive threads of a warp, memory coalescing takes place.
6.1.6. Result Sifting
In the first step, rather than transferring complete spectra we transferred only the part
which was needed for GPU-processing, this and because of the random sampling which takes
place in the third phase of dimensionality reduction algorithm [1], it becomes difficult to
maintain which intensities are eliminated on the GPU-side. To tackle this problem, we used
an additional property of QIS data structure i.e. the indices of peaks which are eliminated
on the GPU-side are retained with a place-holder. These place-holders help in constructing a
binary spectrum indicating the indices of intensities to be retained in the reduced spectrum.
We define Binary Spectra as:
Definition: Given a spectrum si = {p1 , p2 , p3 , . . . , pn } a Binary Spectrum Bi for the
corresponding reduced spectrum s0i is defined as, Bi = {ej = 1|pj ∈ s0i } ∪ {ej = 0|pj ∈
/ s0i }.
In other words, if a peak at index j in si is included in the reduced spectrum then there
will be a 1 at index j of Bi ; otherwise it will be zero.
For each spectrum, a Binary Spectrum is generated and only these Binary Spectra are
then copied back to CPU. Binary spectra are memory efficient and helpful in quick reconstruction of reduced spectra on the CPU side. Introduction of QIS and Binary Spectra thus
enabled G-MSR to copy back just bare minimum and resolve the GPU-CPU bottleneck.
6.1.7. Post Processing Results
The Binary Spectra copied back in the previous phase are then used for constructing the
reduced spectra on the CPU side as shown in Fig. 6.2.
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Figure 6.3: Here N denotes the number of spectra, n the size of largest spectrum and m the size of other information. Transferring only intensities to
GPU for processing can conserve more than 50% of scarce in-core memory.

Fig. 6.3 shows the difference in the amount of data handled by MS-REDUCE and GMSR.
6.2. Results and Experiments

6.2.1. Time Complexity Model
2

∗n
) + O( NB∗p
)+
To compute the time complexity of G-MSR we replace T (fsub ) = O( N
B

) in Eq. 4.3. Here the fsub time includes sorting, classification
O( NB∗n ) and T (fproc ) = O( s∗N
B
and construction of QIS data structure while the fproc time consists of weighted random
sampling phase. Replacing the values in Eq. 4.3 and simplifying leaves us with:

O(

N ∗ (n2 + l)
)
B∗p

where l = p ∗ (2 + n + n ∗ s) and s is the sampling rate.
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(6.2)

6.2.2. Experiment Setup
For all the experiments we made use of a Linux server running Ubuntu Operating System,
version 14.01. The server houses two Intel Xeon E5-2620 Processors, clocked at 2.40 GHz
with a total RAM of 48 GBs. The system has an NVIDIA Tesla K-40c GPU with a total
of 2880 CUDA Cores and 12 GBs of RAM. CUDA version 7.5 and GCC version 4.8.4 were
used for compilation.
6.2.3. Scalability and Time Analysis
For this experiment, we used the appended UPS2 dataset which had over a million
spectra. Timing experiments were performed with progressively increasing datasizes to cover
the cases where data fits in the GPU’s memory and when it doesn’t. Our experiments showed
peak speed-ups of 386, 288 and 158 for the three Reduction Factors (RF) of 10%, 30% and
50% respectively. In accordance with the Eq. 6.2 we get smaller speed-up for larger RF and
we observe a decrease in speed-up with increasing number of spectra in Fig. 6.4. Also with
higher RF, amount of data being processed is increased. This increased data leads to more
memory being used per warp and thus minimizes the number of concurrent threads leading
to increased execution time shown in Fig. 6.5.
6.2.4. Quality Assessment
We used the same method of quality assessment as shown in Fig. 3.6. For our experiments
we set the FDR value of interest to 5% i.e. any PSM having FDR value below 5% is an
acceptable match, we call them effective matches. Fig. 6.7 shows percentage of effective
matches with varying reduction factors for both algorithms. G-MSR and MS-REDUCE
gave almost same percentages of effective matches.
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Figure 6.4: Figure showing the speed up gained by G-MSR over MS-REDUCE
while operating at reduction factor (RF) of 10, 30 and 50. The vertical line
represents the point where in-core memory is filled
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Figure 6.5: Figure showing the execution times for G-MSR and MS-REDUCE
for varying reduction factors. In the legend, numbers following the algorithm
names are reduction factors. The vertical line represents the point where
in-core memory is filled.
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Figure 6.6: Figure showing the execution times for G-MSR operating at reduction factors of 10, 30 and 50. The vertical line represents the point where
in-core memory is filled.
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Figure 6.7: A comparison of quality assessment plots of MS-REDUCE and
G-MSR. In the legend, numerical value following name of the algorithm represents its reduction factor. X-axis contain the labels for the experimental
datasets while Y-axis represents the percentage of peptide matches with FDR
of greater than 5%
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Scalability Experiments
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Figure 6.8: Timing plots of peptide deduction process using Tide with hiXcorr
algorithm. Here RF is the reduction factor. An increasing RF makes the
process more scalable.

6.2.5. Comparison with Unified Memory
To assess the performance of G-MSR (a GPU-DAEMON based version of MS-REDUCE
algorithm), we compared it against a unified-memory based GPU implementation of MSREDUCE. The unified memory technique enables quick and easy development of GPU based
algorithms. For our purpose, we simply took the sequential version of G-MSR [1] and modified the code following rules of GPU algorithm development using CUDA unified memory
[60].
For scalability study, we appended the UPS2 dataset (details of datasets can be found in
Appendix B multiple times to get progressively larger datasets.
Fig. 6.9 and Fig. 6.11 shows that GPU-DAEMON based implementation consistently
out-performs the naive implementation. It can be observed in Fig. 6.11 that CUDA unifiedmemory based implementation reaches its in-core memory limit at only 14,000 spectra, while
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Figure 6.9: Total speed up achieved by GPU-DAEMON implementation over
CUDA unified memory based implementation.

G-MSR as shown in Fig. 6.6 reaches its in-core memory limit at 400,000 spectra. Along
with better speed, GPU-DAEMON helps conserve limited in-core memory so that more
throughput can be achieved. Fig. 6.10 shows that GPU-DAEMON version uses a very small
amount of in-core memory in comparison to the unified-memory based implementation.
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Figure 6.10: Figure shows that GPU-DAEMON based implementation of MSREDUCE uses only a fraction of memory as used by the CUDA unified memory implementation.
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Figure 6.11: Figure shows that GPU-DAEMON based implementation of MSREDUCE scales better with increasing spectra. It should be noticed that
CUDA unified memory based version reaches in-core limit earlier and cannot
process more than 14,000 spectra in a single pass while GPU-DAEMON implementation can process about 400,000 spectra before that limit is reached
Fig. 6.6.
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CHAPTER 7
Simulator Driven Proteomics

7.1. Need for Simulators
During the peptide fragmentation phase in LC-MS/MS proteomics study, peptides can
be fragmented using several fragmentation strategies, each method yields its characteristic
ion-series and their related abundance. For instance High Energy Collision Induced Dissociation (CID) generates high concentrations of b and y type ions with y-ions having on
average higher intensities [61] [62]. Similarly Electron Capture Dissociation (ECD) and
Electron Transfer Dissociation (ETD) strategies generate spectra rich in y and c type ions.
A very comprehensive review of ion dissociation strategies along with a discussion of their
characteristic ions can be found in [61] [63].
The data generated by the Mass Spectrometers is processed using algorithmic pipelines
[1]. Usefulness of MS based proteomics relies on the accuracy of this pipeline. These algorithms [64] were either optimized for MS/MS spectra generated by a specific ion-dissociation
strategy or have only been tested on a very limited sets of data [65]. Comparing and assessing the performance of these large number of algorithms is a challenging problem due to the
lack of systematic data generation where the parameters of benchmarks are in control of the
method developer [66]. Due to the lack of controlled integrity testing, it becomes difficult
to tell that which algorithm will function better for a particular type of dataset thus highly
limiting the reliability of such softwares.
Generating experimental spectra is a costly process with many parameters not in one’s
control. One way of obtaining MS data sets in which all the parameters are in control of
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Table 7.1: Comparison of different simulators.

Comparison of configurable features available
charges>2 PTM sim- User Con- Choice of Controlling Userulation
trolled
Ion-series
Iondefined
Noise
generation Intensities
Probability
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
x
x
x
x

MaSS-Simulator
Theoretical
Spectra
MS-Simulator
x
x
x
x
x
x
MSSimulator
x
x
x
X
x
X
Note: This tables shows that only MaSS-Simulator and Theoretical spectra can be
simulated for charges greater than 2 and for given Post Translational Modifications. While
the other softwares have not been designed keeping in mind simulation of benchmarking
datasets hence they have very limited numbers of features available.

the method developer is with the help of simulators. Currently, there is no such simulator
available for generating controlled MS/MS spectra. One closely related tool is MSSimulator
[66] which can simulate LC-MS data but offers no control over MS/MS spectra simulation.
Another software with a similar name i.e. MS-Simulator [67] has been developed to generate
theoretical spectra with accurate y-ion intensities, with the objective of improving sequest
[11] style searching. Objective of benchmarking algorithms has not been the prime concern
of these softwares. Today, the most sought after method of testing and benchmarking proteomics algorithms is by using theoretical spectra [68] [69]. A comparison of features and
capabilities between MaSS-Simulator and other closely related techniques has been shown
in Table 7.1
To the best of our knowledge there does not exist a simulator for MS/MS data which will
allow careful exploration of the space of the parameters associated with MS/MS data. Such
exploration will allow one to identify bottlenecks, strengths and weaknesses in the proposed
algorithms for MS based proteomics. Previously such simulators have been used successfully
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Figure 7.1: Figure A) shows the work-flow used for obtaining experimental
spectra with high confidence PSMs along with their Coverage and POS values.
Figure B) shows the workf-low for generation and assessment of simulated
spectra. To determine the relative error percentage for theoretical spectra, we
replaced simulated spectra with theoretical spectra in this workf-low.
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for generation of next generation sequencing data [70].
7.2. MaSS-Simulator
In this paper we introduce MaSS-Simulator, which offers many configurable options including the selection of ion-series, Ion Generation Probabilities, immonium ions, type and
amount of noise, adjustable ion intensities and ability to simulate static and variable modifications of all types. By correctly configuring this simulator with simple configuration text
file control datasets with desired properties and ground truth peptides can be obtained and
used for assessment of proteomics algorithms.
We have compared the simulated spectra from MaSS-Simulator against the experimentally generated spectra and spectra from NIST consensus libraries [71]. Our results have
shown that MaSS-Simulator generates spectra which are very close to experimental spectra
regardless of the dissociation strategy or the source of spectra.
7.2.1. User Customizable Fragmentation
Fragmentation process which leads to the generation of MS/MS spectra is highly dependent upon the ionization technique, instrument and other factors [72]. For instance, the type
of ions present in a spectrum and peptide coverage are dependent upon the type of dissociation strategy [61]. To give user a complete control over the ion fragmentation we introduce a
feature of Ion Generation Probability (IGP). IGP value for each ion determines the likelihood
that a given ion will be generated in the simulation. For instance, if the IGP value of b-ions
is set to 40%, then the probability that each b-ion will be generated is 0.4. Using the ion
generation probabilities peptide coverage can be controlled. Hence by correctly selecting the
ion series and their corresponding IGP values, any dissociation strategy can be simulated.
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Immonium ions [64] may be formed for some ion dissociation techniques which are helpful
in detecting certain amino acids [64]. MaSS-Simulator can be configured to generate these
ions with a given IGP value.
7.2.2. User Defined Ion Intensities
Ion intensities depict the relative abundance of the ions. A lot of effort has been made
to predict the ion intensities theoretically but the developed models have been trained only
for a handful of experimental conditions [67]. For our purposes we used average of relative
intensity values as default settings e.g. average intensity of y ions is usually two times
that of b ions [73]. The use of average intensity values for our experiments provides a fair
comparison with theoretical spectra since theoretical spectra make use of average intensities.
Intensity values for each ion series can also be adjusted by the user from the configuration
file depending upon the type of data to be simulated.
7.2.3. Post Translational Modifications
For large scale testing of peptide search engines an elaborate set of spectra with a range
of Post Translational Modifications may be required. To help with this, MaSS-Simulator
provides the option of simulating any static and variable Post Translational Modification
(PTM). All desired types of modifications can be listed in the modifications.ptm file by
following a simple to understand form. Details of this format can be found in the user
manual. For our experiments we tested Carbamidomethyl: (C+57.021), Phosphorylation:
(STY + 79.966), Deamidation: (NQ+0.984), Oxidation: (M+15.995), Pyroglutamic Acid
formation: (E,Q -17.02) and Acetylation: (A,P,S,N + 42.02).
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7.2.4. Distribution of Noise Peaks
In most MS/MS spectra only about 5-10% of the peaks are useful for peptide deduction
and the remaining data is usually noise [1] [52]. Nature and amount of noise in spectra
can vary greatly with the experimental conditions. MaSS-Simulator gives an option to add
random noise peaks in the spectra that can either be uniformly distributed or follow a
Gaussian distribution with the future possibility of including a user defined noise model.
Intensity values for noise peaks can also be configured as either fixed or randomly generated
within a user defined range.
To control the amount of noise we use Percentage of Sound (POS) factor. POS is given
by:
P OS =

n(y) + n(b)
∗ 100
n(N )

Where n(y) is the number of y ions, n(b) is the number of b-ions while n(N ) is the total
number of peaks in spectrum. The use can specify a desired POS value to control the amount
of noise to be added to spectra.
7.2.5. Output Spectra File
Generated spectra are output in the form of a .ms2 file which can be conveniently converted to any other desired format using software like proteowizard [74].
7.3. Assessment of Simulated Spectra
To assess the spectra generated by MaSS Simulator,we used experimentally generated
spectra of 8,031 peptides that had FDR of less than 1%. And NIST spectral libraries of two
different organisms i.e. Mouse (17,851 spectra) and Yeast (14,647 spectra) were used.
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For experimentally generated data, we used datasets discussed in Appendix B.1. These
were searched against a rat proteome database obtained from (http://uniprot.org) using
the Tide software [75]. To perform this search a static modification of carbamidomethyl
(C:+57.021 Da) and dynamic modifications of Phosphorylation (S,T,Y: +79.966), Deamidation (N,Q: +0.984) and Oxidation (M: +15.995) was included. The resulting Peptide Spectral
Matches (PSMs) are processed through decoy database based FDR filtering method using
the software percolator [35]. Only the PSMs having an FDR value of less than 0.01 are
kept and remaining are discarded. Using this filtering mechanism we obtained a total of
4,076 spectra with CID fragmentation with their corresponding peptides and 3,995 spectra
with HCD fragmentation with their corresponding peptides. In total we obtained 8,031
peptides for which we had the corresponding experimental spectra. We call these PSM’s as
control peptides and control spectra. Fig. 7.1(A) shows the work-flow for shortlisting the
high-confidence experimental spectra.
We also used NIST spectral libraries to assess the simulated spectra. For this we obtained
libraries for two different organisms i.e. Mouse and Yeast. The Mouse Library consists of
17,851 spectra obtained using HCD fragmentation and the Yeast Library consists of 14,647
consensus spectra obtained from different sources [71]. Since the confidence and correctness
of spectra in a library has already been established, we did not perform any additional FDR
studies on these. We assumed spectra in these library as ground truth.
Both the above libraries had carbamidomethylation (C:+57.021 Da), Oxidation (M+15.99
Da) and Pyroglutamic acid formation on E and Q (E,Q -17.02 Da) as post translational modifications. In addition to these, Yeast library had Acetylation on amino acids A, P, S and
N (+42.02 Da) as well. All these modifications were also add in the configuration file of
MaSS-Simulator.
We obtained the peptide labels for experimental and the library spectra and named
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Table 7.2: Table showing default parameters used in configuration file.

Parameters for Configuration File
Ions(HCD)
Ions(CID)
Intensities
b(BOD)
b(BOD)
1
b-NH3 (BOD)
b-NH3 (BOD)
0.5
b-H2 O(BOD)
b-H2 O(BOD)
0.5
y(BOD)
y(BOD)
1.75
y-NH3 (BOD)
y-NH3 (BOD)
0.5
y-H2 O(BOD)
y-H2 O(BOD)
0.5
a(BOD)
a(BOD/2)
0.5
a-NH3 (BOD)
a-NH3 (BOD/2)
0.25
a-H2 O(BOD)
a-H2 O(BOD/2) 0.25
Immonium Ions Immonium Ions 0.5
(75)
(40)
Note: Values in brackets followed by each ion shows the IGP value. BOD stands for the
value based on the data from the analysis of experimental spectra. Since in our study each
experimental spectrum had different IGP values, we had to use different value for each
spectrum. It can be observed that we have kept the tendency of CID dissociation having
a-ions half of that of HCD. In the simulation all the intensity values are multiplied by a
factor of 1000.
them control peptides. Control peptides along with the POS and coverage values for their
corresponding spectra and details of PTMs are given as input to the simulator as shown in
Fig. 7.1 (B). Default parameters of configuration file for this experiment can be found in
the Table 7.2. At the output we obtained simulated spectra for each control peptide.
7.3.1. Comparison of Simulated vs Theoretical Spectra
Ideally the simulated spectra should closely match the corresponding real (experimental
or library) spectra. To assess the similarity between the two sets of spectra we use the workflow given in Fig. 7.1 (B). The idea is to compare both the real and simulated spectra using a
proven method/score. For this purpose, we use the xcorr scores obtained from Tide database
search software [75] which gives a measure of how closely the spectrum under consideration
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matches the theoretical spectrum of a particular peptide. We consider the xcorr value for
real-spectra to be a gold standard. Consider xcorrexp to be the xcorr score of a real spectrum
and xcorrsim be the xcorr score attained by a simulated spectrum which has the same target
peptide. Smaller the difference between these two scores, more similar the two spectra are.
So using the following equation we can compute a relative error percentage, a smaller error
means two spectra match closely.

RE =

|xcorrexp − xcorrsim |
∗ 100
xcorrexp

Following the above discussed method, the simulated and the real spectra are searched using
Tide [75] algorithm which outputs the list of peptide spectral matches (PSMs) and xcorr
scores for each set of input spectra. We consider the PSMs from both sets which have the
same target peptide and use their xcorr values to compute a relative error percentage using
the above equation. The same procedure is repeated by replacing the simulated spectra
with simple theoretical spectra and relative error percentage is computed using the above
equation by replacing xcorrsim with xcorrtheo which represents the xcorr score for theoretical
spectra.
To reduce the number of plots we grouped together all the experimental datasets in four
groups. Two groups each for each ion-dissociation strategy, one group only had those spectra
which were obtained from post-translationally modified peptides while the other group had
spectra obtained from peptides without any modifications. Spread of Percentage Error for
theoretical and Simulated spectra can be seen in Fig. 7.2 through 7.5.
To perform comparison with the Library Spectra, we extracted the peptides from the
library files and simulated the corresponding spectra using MaSS-Simulator with the converage, POS and PTM information as discussed in previous sections. Fig. 7.6 and Fig.
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Figure 7.2: This box plot shows distribution of relative-error percentage for
simulated spectra when compared against experimental spectra obtained from
HCD fragmentation and peptides without any post translational modifications

7.7 show the distribution of relative error for simulated and theoretical spectra. It can be
observed that Simulated spectra have much smaller average error as well as more compact
error distribution than the theoretical spectra. Majority of simulated spectra have an error percentage of 25% which is extremely small compared to the large error percentage for
theoretical spectra. Further, it can be observed that the error remains small consistently
regardless of the source of spectra or if the peptides were modified or not.
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Figure 7.3: This box plot shows distribution of relative-error percentage for
simulated spectra when compared against experimental spectra obtained from
HCD fragmentation and peptides with post translational modifications

Figure 7.4: This box plot shows distribution of relative-error percentage for
simulated spectra when compared against experimental spectra obtained from
CID fragmentation and peptides without any post translational modifications
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Figure 7.5: This box plot shows distribution of relative-error percentage for
simulated spectra when compared against experimental spectra obtained from
CID fragmentation and peptides with post translational modifications

Figure 7.6: This box plot shows distribution of relative-error percentage for
simulated spectra when compared against the Mouse library spectra from
NIST.
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Figure 7.7: This box plot shows distribution of relative-error percentage for
simulated spectra when compared against the Yeast library spectra from NIST.
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CHAPTER 8
Future and Proposed Work

8.1. Denovo Sequencing using Neural Networks
Apart from facing computational bottlenecks, another major problem faced by peptide
sequencing algorithms is that of accuracy. Especially if we consider the denovo peptide
sequencing algorithms. As discussed before, the two popular methods of sequencing peptides
from a given MS/MS spectrum are of database search and denovo sequencing [76] [11] [77].
Denovo sequencing methods have inherently suffered with the problem of low accuracy [73].
The reason for this low accuracy largely lies in the missing peaks and high percentage of
noisy and undesirable peaks. A lot of efforts have been made to progress in the field of
denovo peptide sequencing and in this regard several machine-learning based algorithms
have been introduced for aid in sequencing and sequence assessment [78] [79]. The first of
its kind, recently introduced DeepNovo attempts at solving the denovo sequencing problem
using Deep Neural Networks [80]. The authors have claimed great improvement over existing
approaches with the use of a combination of Convolution Neural Networks and Recurring
Neural Networks. With the development of DeepNovo authors have demonstrated the room
that is available in improving accuracy of peptide sequencing using deep learning networks.
Since the performance of deep learning networks greatly depends on the training dataset, we
propose the use of a mixture of simulated spectra from MaSS-Simulator and experimental
spectra to train future network designs. A curated set of spectra consisting of diverse type
of experimental spectra along with simulated spectra covering a range of different settings
can be used to train a more versatile network which may lead to better accuracy.
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8.2. Performance Evaluation Profile
Currently there are a large number of proteomics algorithms available. A lot of them
have either been designed for a particular equipment or condition or have been tested on
only a handful of datasets. With the availability of a MaSS-Simulator, one can assess these
algorithms on a wide variety of simulated spectra to benchmark their performance. This calls
for a strategy or a model which can be used to profile or benchmark any such algorithm.
Such a model would define sweeps of each parameter of MaSS-Simulator to cover all the
possible experimental conditions. Result can be a chart showing the performance of the
target algorithm varying with each parameter. For instance, as an example case we study
the performance of the widely used database search algorithm Tide [75] by varying two
parameters of the MaSS-Simulator
8.2.1. Assessment of Tide Database Search
In this section we demonstrate an example of how MaSS Simulator can be used for
assessing the performance of Crux Tide [75] peptide search engine. We do so by evaluating
it on 25 simulated MS/MS datasets with varying Peptide Coverage and POS. The results
show that varying POS and Peptide Coverage affects the number of corrects hits by the
database search software.
We obtained a yeast (Pichia Pastoris) proteome from uniprot.org (February 2018), it had
a total of 5, 073 proteins in it. We performed an insilico complete tryptic digestion of the
proteome with 3 missed cleavages allowed. This digestion was performed using the Protein
Digestion Simulator [87]. Resulting peptides were filtered to shortlist peptides only with a
mass between 800 and 4000 Dalton. This provided us with over 500, 000 peptides. To limit
the size and time of experiments we picked 50, 000 peptides at random for our experiments.
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These peptides were then fed into the MaSS Simulator to simulate MS2 spectra with varying
POS and Coverage. Details of the configuration file used are given in Table. 7.2. Intensity
values and ion types were determined based on the studies in [61] [73].
The simulated spectra were then searched against the yeast protein database using CruxTide software [75]. The results were then compared against the ground truth set provided
by the MaSS Simulator. Results show that increasing the amount of noise puts the software
off-track and decreases the amount of correct hits. Similarly, spectra with poor peptide
coverage also gave poor number of hits. These results can be observed in the Fig. 8.1.
Using the simulated data and the ground truth peptides we were able to assess the
accuracy of a given algorithm using a wide set of controlled conditions and parameters. This
is not possible when algorithms are only assessed using experimental MS data. We assert
that using MaSS-Simulator we can design a model of testing proteomics algorithms, which
will be able to profile any proteomics algorithm and provide users with a very useful profile
of that algorithm.
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Figure 8.1: Figure showing assessment of Tide database search algorithm.
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A. Code Availability
All the tools discussed in this dissertation have been made freely available. Following are
the links to each of the tools:
A.1. MS-REDUCE
https://github.com/pcdslab/MSREDUCE

A.2. GPU-DAEMON
https://github.com/pcdslab/GPU-DAEMON

A.3. GPU-ArraySort
https://github.com/pcdslab/GPU-ArraySort-2.0

A.4. G-MSR
https://github.com/pcdslab/G-MSR

A.5. MaSS-Simulator
https://github.com/pcdslab/MaSS-Simulator

B. Experimental Data Generation
Here we discuss the experimental data which was generated to test our proposed strategies. To account for different fragmentation strategies i.e. HCD and CID we opted for the
dataset used in the testing of CAMSRS algorithm [15].
B.1. Data for different Fragmentations and Molarity
A piece of freshly isolated rat liver was minced and sonicated in guanidine-HCL(6M,
3ml). A peptide standard corresponding to the C-terminal sequence of the water channel
Aquaporin-2 (AQP2) from rat, (Biotin-LCCEPDTDWEEREVRRRQS*VELHS*PQSLPRGSKA)
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phosphorylated at both S256 and S261 were added to 500 µg aliquots of liver sample (prior
to trypsinization) with distinct amounts of 0.2 nmol, 20 pmol and 2 pmol. For simplicity
and further reference we named them DS1, DS2 and DS3 respectively. The same procedure
as above was repeated for another AQP2 peptide standard
(Biotin-LCCEPDTDWEEREVRRRQSVELHSPQS*LPRGSKA) phosphorylated at S264,
with amounts of 0.2 nmol, 20 pmol and 2 pmol. For simplicity and further reference these
were named DS4, DS5 and DS6 respectively. Peptide samples were desalted, and then were
suspended in 0.1perc formic acid prior to analysis by Mass Spectrometry using HCD as well
as CID fragmentation. Through out this chapter name of each dataset will be preceded by
the type of fragmentation for example HCD-DS5 means DS5 with HCD fragmentation. The
raw data obtained from Mass Spectrometry was then searched using the Tide [33] search
engine of Crux framework [34]. Tide is an open source re-implementation of the Sequest
algorithm [11]. The spectra were searched using the rat proteome database obtained from
(http://uniprot.org). Before running the search an index database was generated with following static modification: carbamidomethyl (C: +57.021 Da) and dynamic modifications:
Phospho (S,T,Y: +79.966), Deamidation (N,Q: +0.984), Oxidation (M: +15.995). The peptide spectral matches obtained after performing the search on the raw data were used as the
gold standard for the quality assessment experiments (see Quality Assessment section). The
final raw MS data will contain the synthetic peptides as well as peptides from the rat liver.
B.2. UPS2 dataset from Sigma Aldrich
We also made use of Proteomics Dynamic Range Standard Set (UPS2) from SigmaAldrich. This set can be used to standardize and evaluate LC-MS/MS analysis and also the
electrophoretic analysis. UPS2 contains a mixture of 48 individual human sequence recombinant proteins, each of which has been selected to limit heterogeneous posttranslational
modifications. The protein standard is formulated from 6 mixtures of 8 proteins to present
a dynamic range of 5 orders of magnitude, ranging from 50pmol to 500amol. Briefly, 10.6 ug
total protein (one vial) was resuspended in 50 ul of denaturation solution (8M urea, 50 mM
Tris-HCl, 75 mM NaCl) followed by reduction and alkylation. The protein samples were
then digested with the enzyme Trypsin at a 1:20 (w/w) ratio for 16 hours at 37C. Peptides
obtained were then desalted (PepClean C-18 Spin Columns, Thermo Scientific) and eluted in
0.1perc formic acid. Sample amounts of 10, 50, and 200 ng of digested peptides were analyzed
on an LTQ Orbitrap Velos (Thermo Scientific), named as UPS-10, UPS-50 and UPS-200.
Spectra obtained were searched using the TIDE peptide search engine of CRUX framework
in the data Rat Refseq Database (National Center for Biotechnology Information, March
3, 2010, 30,734 entries). This database also contains the sequences for all human proteins
included in the standard set UPS2, as well as a list of common contaminating proteins. For
the search process configurations used were: Precursor ion tolerance at 25 ppm, fragment
ion tolerance of 1.0 Da. Three missed trypsin cleavage sites were allowed. For the creation
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of indexed database Carbamidomethylation of cysteine (+57.021 Da) was added as a static
modification where as variable modifications included oxidation of methionine (+15.995 Da)
and deamidation of asparagine and glutamine (+0.984 Da). Known contaminant ions were
excluded.
C. Choice of Classes and Quanta
The number of classes chosen for the Classification stage and the number of Quantization
levels chosen for each class are based upon an empirical study. Following is a discussion of
the experimentations performed before choosing the numbers mentioned in the paper.
C.1. Number of Classes
The choice of number of classes is governed by two factors i.e. quality of spectral hits and
processing time. To assess these two factors we performed several experiments by varying
the number of classes. The results of which have been depicted in Fig. C.1 and Fig. C.2.
It can be ovserved that quality is not affected much by the number of classes. However
theoretically very small number of classes will lead to a smaller number of quanta which in
turn will increase the probability of choosing a noisy peak. While larger number of classes
require more processing time hence we chose four classes to keep a balance between quality
and speed.
C.2. Number of Quanta
A wider intensity spread requires larger number of quanta in order to reduce the probability of choosing a noisy peak on random. Theoretically; higher the number of quanta
better will be the quality but our empirical study shows that for each class a saturation
limit is reached, beyond which an increased number of quanta does not significanlty improve
quality any further while increasing the compute time.
To perform this analysis we first classified the spectra among chosen number of classes i.e.
4 and then performed quality assessment experiments on each class by varying the number
of quanta.
Fig. C.3 through Fig. C.6 show the quality plots for Classes One through Four with
number of quanta where each class saturation limit is reached. Our choice of 5, 7, 9 and
11 quanta is based upon this empirical study and to maintain uniformity among number of
quanta for subsequent classes.
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Figure C.1: Results of the study performed to judge the quality of spectra
hits by varying the number of classes. These results are for UPS2 dataset
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Figure C.2: A time comparison by using different number of classes, these
results are for UPS2 dataset.
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Quality comparison for varying number of quanta
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Figure C.3: Quality analysis of Class One spectra from UPS2 dataset by
varying the number of quanta. After four quanta the class one spectra show
no further improvement in quality.
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Figure C.4: Quality analysis of Class Two spectra from UPS2 dataset by
varying the number of quanta. After Six quanta the class two spectra show
no further improvement in quality.
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Figure C.5: Quality analysis of class three spectra from UPS2 dataset by
varying the number of quanta. After eight quanta the class three spectra
show no further improvement in quality.
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Figure C.6: Quality analysis of Class four spectra from UPS2 dataset by
varying the number of quanta. After ten quanta the class four spectra show
no further improvement in quality.
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